Obsolescence of the SYSTXCCRWF01 Wi-Fi® (Wireless) Broadband Remote Access Module

The SYSTXCCRWF01 Wi-Fi® Broadband Remote Access Module is used on the legacy generations of the Infinity® systems (with UID/UIZ wall controls) to gain wireless connectivity for non-wireless models. This product could also be used on the newer Infinity® Touch controls only for a connection to home automation systems through the RS-232 Serial port connection. If the use of a remote access module is still required for home automation connections through the RS-232 serial port, then the SYSTXCCRCT01 Lan module should be used in its place.

The wireless chip used in this product has been obsoleted by the manufacturer. Due to low sales volume, we have decided to make this product obsolete and not redesign a wireless version. We have been given a final supply of remaining wireless chips to build finished products. Based on last year’s volumes, we estimate that we have a few months of supply still available for orders. Once they are gone, we will not be able to provide this product.

In connection with this obsolescence, we are also taking down the associated remote access web page after June 30, 2019. This will only affect the few users still logging into the webpage to remotely access their Infinity control through the wireless remote access module or the much older Skytel (American Messaging) SAM module. We have put a notification on the login page to alert users prior to the deletion of the webpage.
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